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ment
Hawks in Congress feast on war:
contains avowed pacifist in the poem introducing
Cash is what they angle for.
ten Arti- the column.
In the column, I refer to the newlyEven for such recompense,
cles and
minted Articles and Goals of our HUMANSnine
Nuclear warfare makes no sense.
United Movement, one of which is veheGoals,
I'm for peace and pacifism-including mently anti-war. However, this doesn't
War is an anachronism!
mean I favor lessening the strength of our
'Work
American military. The murderously ruthtoward
less Communist People's "Republic" of Chiputting
na, which has imprisoned and killed
an end
millions of its own citizens, has a military
Throughout
to super-PACS financing elected offices-force of a full two million men--overmost of my
from a local school board all the way up
whelmingly more numerous than ours--and
eight-and-a-half
to the U.S. presidency.' The measuring
decades of teminstrument of an office-seeker's qualifica- it has the world's largest navy.
China's military may not yet be quite on
pestuous existions should be as much an equal-opportua par with the U.S, military, but quantity
tence in and
nity device as is the stopwatch to the
around Detroit, I've championed black
sprinter. (This is why I've favored athlet- has a quality of its own. China is also
building advanced fighter aircraft that
people's rights and peace with justice-ics over politics, and track over other
rival anything the U.S. has, and although
often at grave professional and personal
sports wherein I've competed: officials
China is a fearsome nuclear power, our
risk. I've championed them first as a cele- don't blow whistles on the track.) Anbrated activist athlete, then as a teacher
other HUMANS Goal is, 'Work toward help- nuclear force is greater--and this has been
what has kept them from attacking us miland administrator consistently attacked
ing the government put an end to the
itarily. Unquestionably, they would deby racists and classists, then as a TV and
COVID-19 epidemic.' An Objective is,
stroy us militarily if they could, but right
radio commentator, and perennially as a
'Following the axiom "Think globally and
now they can't, so Instead they fight us in
columnist, author, artist, and poet. I
act locally," encourage DPSCD to pursue
our trade economy and--like Russia--they
serve on the board of the 14th Congressio- its advancement of the plan detailed in
fight us with insidious propaganda which
nal District Democrats (which incidentally the treatise Drs. Sunanda Corrado and
influences Donald Trump's millions of studidn't endorse me for my recent Detroit
John Telford submitted to Supt. Vitti in
school-board run--its chairman told me I'm July'--which the district now finally aptoo old). As the DPSCD Poet-in-Resipears to be fully implementing (although
dence, I'm a Detroit Federation of Teachit's doubtful we'll get credited for it).
ers member again, but the DFT
Today perhaps more than ever, our world
leadership didn't endorse me, either. The is rife with unprecedented challenges and
LANSING – Michigan Attorney General Dana
chairman of the DPS Sports Hall of Fame-- poignant reminders of the need for panwhich had inducted me in 2014 for my
planetary mobilization in the face of ram- Nessel has joined a bipartisan coalition of
long-ago sprinting exploits--also told me
paging injustice and societal discord. Im- attorneys general representing 43 states,
I'm too old, but the members of the Depending perils to the freedom and survival the District of Columbia and five U.S. territories urging Congress to extend the Cortroit Track Old-Timers board did vote for
of Homo Sapiens (us) and indeed to the
onavirus Aid, Relief and Economy (CARES)
me. So did the leaders of the Michigan
survival of all earthly life are global
Act funding until the end of 2021.
Chapter of the National Action Network
warming's ticking doomsday clock, the
The coalition sent a letter today to
(NAN) whereof I'm a lifetime member. The proliferation of the deadly corona virus,
Congress
urging members to extend the
16,000 votes I garnered weren't enough to the threat of nuclear armageddon, a perDec. 30, 2020, deadline.
get me elected, so I've turned my attenvasive dearth of altruism, and the rise of
“The CARES Act has provided needed
tion to HUMANS (HUMANS-United Movefascism here and its predominance elsefinancial support to our communities durment Advancing Nations and Society)--an
where. With so much at stake for black,
ing this particularly difficult period in our
incipient group whose founder and prowhite, brown, and indigenous people
nation’s history, and given the current
spective CEO is Michael (Doc) Holbrook, a around the world, HUMANS addresses all
disciple of the late activist Grace Lee
of these in its Goals, and it aims to muster status of the pandemic, that assistance
will be needed well into the new year,”
Boggs and chair of the 7th Precinct Comand coalesce anti-fascist, anti-bias, antimunity Action Coalition. I'm the HUMANS- war, neo-political, international, and soci- Nessel said. “As our country continues to
face the challenges presented by COVIDUnited Movement's Associate CEO and its
etal bearers of wisdom and power to ad19, we must make every effort to work
Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Sunanda Cor- vance democratic equity and the humane
together toward recovery, and Congress
rado is its Education Director, Joseph Cor- and creative arts in order to fashion a
has the opportunity to do exactly that by
rado will be its Treasurer, and Corey
world in which all can thrive. Anyone
Wilcox--my student and runner at Southwanting to join the HUMANS-United Move- extending this deadline.”
With several pending measures, includwestern High in 1999 and now a published ment can email
ing
bipartisan extension measures in both
author--is its Archivist. Chairing its Advi- DrJohnTelfordEdD@aol.com or call (313)
sory Board is Habibah Sheikh of Extinction 460-8272, as may any group that wishes to the House and Senate, the attorneys general urge Congress to pass one of these
Rebellion (XR--militating to combat clipartner with us as a HUMANS Associate
mate change).
HUMANS welcomes all men, women,
young, old, liberal, conservative, gays,
straights, nationalities, races, and religions--as well as atheists and agnostics,
the disabled, members of philanthropic
organizations and of all political parties-but it leaves affiliations, egos, (and conditions inasmuch as feasible) at the door.
Its philosophic Manifesto and Mission

Organization (HAO).
Hear recent DPS Superintendent and
former world-ranked sprinter John Telford Mondays at 6:30 p.m. and Saturdays
at 9:30 a.m. on WCHB AM1340. Email or
phone him, or write him at 8900 E. Jefferson, Detroit 48214 to get signed copies
of his Detroit-oriented books. His website is www.AlifeontheRUN.com.

pidly gullible supporters, thousands who
have been dying because they believed
Trump's lies that the deadly corona is a
"hoax."
The Chinese don't pose the greatest
threat to our democracy--undemocratic,
coup-conspiring Americans do! As Pogo
famously said, "We have met the enemy,
and he is us." The lies about so-called
"voter fraud" having produced Joe Biden's
actually fair and convincing victory--lies
being spewed by the traitorous anti-Americans Donald Trump, Bill Barr, Mike
Pompeo, Rudy Giuliani, Louis DeJoy, and
other Trump stooges--including many cowardly U.S. senators--are dividing our country to a dangerous extent not seen since
the Civil War. The multi-racial, multi-cultural, magnificently diverse makeup of
the U.S. body politic is our democracy's
greatest shining potential--but if we allow
this mendacious, seditious Trumpism to
triumph, our diversity could also become
our weakness.
More than 200 years ago, Benjamin
Franklin said, "We have a democracy--if
we can keep it." Is our HUMANS-United
Movement that I tout in my column on
Page 4 too hopeful, too idealistic? Only
time will tell.
Dr. John Telford is a former DPS superintendent.

measures to give states and local communities additional time to utilize the COVIDrelief resources.
COVID-19 has negatively impacted
nearly every facet of American society. In
anticipation of unprecedented costs and
economic disruption stemming from the
pandemic, Congress passed the CARES Act
in March. The move provided more than $2
trillion in economic stimulus to state and
local governments in an effort to combat
the impacts of the pandemic.
One of the restrictions placed on the
funding, however, limits the money’s use
to expenses incurred between March 1,
2020, and Dec. 30, 2020.
“This time frame likely made sense in
late March when the CARES Act was
passed, but we have learned a great deal
about COVID-19 in the past seven
months,” the letter states. “Among other
things, we know that the pandemic will
continue to challenge communities well
beyond December 30, 2020 – a deadline
that now seems unreasonable.”
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